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ABSTRACT- Healthcare is very important to lead a good life. However, it is very difficult to obtain the consultation 

with the doctor for every health problem. The idea is to create a medical chatbot using Artificial Intelligence that can 

diagnose the disease and provide basic details about the disease before consulting a doctor. This will help to reduce 

healthcare costs and improve accessibility to medical knowledge through medical chatbot. The chatbots are computer 

programs that use natural language to interact with users. The chatbot stores the data in the database to identify the 

sentence keywords and to make a query decision and answer the question. Ranking and sentence similarity calculation 

is performed using n-gram, TF- IDF and cosine similarity. The score will be obtained for each sentence from the given 

input sentence and more similar sentences will be obtained for the query given. The third party, the expert program, 

handles the question presented to the bot that is not understood or is not present in the database. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 
 

Computers give us information; they engage us and help us in a lot of manners. A chatbot is a program intended to 

counterfeit smart communication on a text or speech. Yet, this paper concentrates only on text. 

These systems can learn themselves and restore their knowledge using human assistance or using web resources. This 

application is incredibly fundamental since knowledge is stored in advance. The system application uses the question 

and answer protocol in the form of a chatbot to answer user queries. This system is developed to reduce the healthcare 

cost and time of the users, as it is not possible for the users to visit the doctors or experts when immediately needed. 

The response to the question will be replied based on the user query and knowledge base. The significant keywords are 

fetched from the sentence and answer to those sentences. If the match is discovered or the significant, answer will be 

given or similar answers will be displayed. 

The complex questions and answers present in the database are viewed and answered by an expert. Here the users can 

personally ask any questions regarding healthcare, as not much time will be wasted by the user for consulting a doctor. 

The input sentence of the chat pattern is stored in an Relational Database Management System (RDBMS).  

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The chatbots are conversational virtual assistants which automate interactions with the users. Chatbots are powered by 

artificial intelligence using machine learning techniques to understand natural language. The main motive of the paper 

is to help the users regarding minor health information. Initially when the user’s visits the website first registers 

themselves and later can ask the bot their queries. The system uses an expert system to answer the queries if the answer 

is not present in the database. Here the domain experts also should register themselves by giving various details. The 

data of the chatbot stored in the database in the form of pattern-template. Here SQL is used for handling the database. 

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Fig 1 is the system Architecture outline of chatbot healthcare application. The client inputs the question in the UI as the 

text. The UI gets the user query and after that sends it to the chatbot application. In the chatbot application, the literary 

experiences pre-processing steps incorporate tokenization where the words are tokenized, at that point the stop words 
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are removed and feature extraction depends on n- gram, TF-IDF, and cosine likeness. The question answers are stored 

in the knowledge database to recover the retrieve the answer. 

Tokenization: The words or sentences separated word by word for increased processing. It separates text into words at 

whatever point it experiences one of the rundowns of indicated character. All the words are separated from 

sentences and the punctuation are disposed of. This implies the next steps. 

Stop words removal: The stop words are removed from the sentences to extract important keyword. It is mainly 

employed to remove unnecessary things such as words occurring too frequently in sentences. It is also used to delete 

words that are not important or the words with no specific meanings such as an, a, or the. This step is applied to reduce 

processing time or computational complexity. 

Feature extraction based on N-gram TFIDF: Feature extraction is a characteristic decrease process in the document; it 

ranks the attributes as per the document. By doing this step it upgrades the speed and adequacy of the document. It is 

used to extract the set of keywords and frequency of the keywords in the document. 

TF-IDF: Term frequency and Inverse document frequency is used to calculate the weight of each term in the sentence. 

The term frequency is used to check how many times the term as been occurred in a particular sentence using the 

formula below. 

tf = tfi 

Note: tf stands for term frequency. 

IDF used to compute the weight of uncommon words over all reports in the document. The words that appear in a while 

in the document have a high IDF score. It is given by the condition underneath 

 

N-gram: N-gram is an endeavour to expand N-gram models with variable length arrangements. A sequence can be a 

grouping of words, word class, grammatical feature or whatever a succession of something that the modeller thinks 

bearing significant language structure data. In this system, N-gram is used for text compression or reduce the data space 

in the document, to extract the relevant keywords from the database. 

Sentence similarity: Cosine similarity is being used to check the similarity between two sentences. The similarity 

between the query and document is directly proportional to the number of query weights. The similarity calculation 

result of the two documents ranges from 0 to 1 since the term frequency cannot be negative. The formula for 

calculating cosine similarity is given below: 

 

Retrieve the matched sentence: The answers for the query which are obtained from the above process are retrieved and 

displayed in the user interface. 

Results and Analysis: The application uses a question and answers protocol where it consists of login page figure 2, 

where the user needs to give the details to register in the application if you are a new user, figure 3. Figure 4 shows the 

answer for the query is available in the database or displays similar answers for the query, figure 5. Figure 6 is the 

expert answering page where experts answer directly to the user’s question. The application uses n-gram for text 

compression using bigram and trigram for faster execution of the query. The N-gram, TF-IDF, and cosine similarity to 

convey the answers to the user 

 

 

Chatbot For Healthcare System 

Username:  

Password:  

 Login  

Fig. 2. Login page 

 

User Registration Page 

Username: Password: 

Name: Age: 

City: State: 

Specialist: Choose an item. 

 

Gender: 
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Problem: 

Email: 

Mobile Numeber: 

 Submit  

 

Fig. 3. Registration page 

 

Chatbot for Healthcare System 

Home Page Profile New Post 

Question: How to get rid of a leg cramp? 

Answer: Drink plenty of water. Stretch the cramped muscle and gently rub it to help it relax. Use a warm towel or 

heating pad on tense or tight muscles. taking vitamin B complex supplements to 

help manage leg cramps. 

 

Fig. 4. User inputs query 

 

 

Home Page Profile New Post 

Questions Answers 

How to 

cure fever? 

If you're uncomfortable, take acetaminophen (Tylenol, others), ibuprofen (Advil, Motrin IB, others) or 

aspirin. Read the label carefully for proper dosage, and be careful not to take more than one medication 

containing acetaminophen, such as some cough and cold medicines. Call the doctor if the fever doesn't 

respond to the medication, is consistently 103 F (39.4 C) or higher, or lasts longer than 

three days. 

How to 

treat a cut? 

Wash your hands. Stop the bleeding. Clean the wound. Apply an antibiotic or petroleum jelly. Apply a 

bandage, rolled gauze or gauze held in place with paper tape. Change the dressing at least once a day or 

whenever the bandage becomes wet or dirty. Get a tetanus shot if you haven't had one in the past five years 

and the wound is deep or dirty. See a doctor if you see signs of infection on the skin or near the wound, 

such as redness, increasing pain, 

drainage, warmth or swelling. 
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Post Answers Page 

Expert Name: Divya 

Question: For how many days can I wait for my cold to get 

cured? 

Answer: we can wait for 3 to 4 days. If not cured, consult a doctor. 

 Post Answer  

 

Fig. 6. Expert Answering Page 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

A Chatbot is a great tool for conversation. Here the application is developed to provide quality of answers in a short 

period of time. It removes the burden from the answer provider by directly delivering the answer to the user using an 

expert system. The project is developed for the user to save the user their time in consulting the doctors or experts for 

the healthcare solution. Here we developed the application using the N-gram, TF-IDF for extracting the keyword from 

the user query. Each keyword is weighed down to obtain the proper answer for the query. The Web- interface is 

developed for the users, to the input query. The application is improved with the security and effectiveness upgrades by 

ensuring user protection and characters and retrieving answers consequently for the questions 
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